SOLAR LANTERN USER'S MANUAL
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Operating lnstructions

Charging lnstructions

The battery must be tully charged before first time use. Make

1.

Plug the solar panel cable into the lantem

sure the green indicator light stops flashing to indicate a full

2.

Expose the solar panel to sunlight

charge.

Different level performs different working time, which can be

For best performance

operated according
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different environment.

The battery capacity is shown by the indicator,when the battery

level is low, the indicator wiil fl€sh in red. When the battery
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Clean the solar panel regularly with a damp cloth, so that
dust or dirt does not block the sun's rays.

f

level is above 5.6V, the indicatorwill flash in green. When the
indicator is fiash red; please recharge the lantem immedately.

Place the solar panel dir€ct to sunlight.

Store the solar panel indoors when not in use, toprotect

againsttheftordamage due to bad weather.
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lantem bebre charging
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Keep the lantem shaded from the sun during charging in
order to increase charge rate.
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WARNING: THE CHIP IS HIGH INTENSITY LED FILTER,

PLEASE KEEP AWAY FROM EYE CONTACT
Setting

[Vork'rnS hours

on Full Battery
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lnstruction for the solar panel
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Please keep the surface always clean and avoid
scratching
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Please place the solar panel at the strongest sunshine
area to observe enough sunshine

Battery Cart & talntenance
The solar lantem u.Bes a 6 volt, 3.2 Ah sealed Lead Acid (SLA)
rechargeable battery.

To keep your battery wo*ing perfect
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lmmediately charge the Edtsry after comptete disctrarge
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"N€vst lmve the battery in,a,fid$dsohaqod.stite
Recharge the battery even if fully charged at least once
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Wkinrcfraeing the battery, oNLY t SE a 6 volt Sealed
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